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The image viewer is a light-weight script that is very fast to load. The script provides an
alternative image view with thumbnails. When a visitor clicks a thumbnail the full size
image is displayed within the current page. Configurator Tool: The configurator tool is a
very simple but extremely powerful application. It allows you to easily enter the details
of each image that you wish to have displayed. Once this is completed you will be
provided with the script to be placed on your own website. ￭ Enter the location of the
images that you wish to have displayed ￭ Provide the basic description of each image
(this may be optional) ￭ Set a maximum image width ￭ Set a minimum image width ￭
Set a maximum image height ￭ Set a minimum image height ￭ Select an optional web
page where the full size image will open if the thumbnail is clicked ￭ Optional thumbnail
URL that the full size image will open ￭ Optional alt text for each image (this may be
optional) Installation and Configuration: The image viewer can be easily integrated into
your own website. The configurator tool provides you with the settings required to have
the script display your images. ￭ Enter the location of the images that you wish to have
displayed ￭ Provide the basic description of each image (this may be optional) ￭ Set a
maximum image width ￭ Set a minimum image width ￭ Set a maximum image height ￭
Set a minimum image height ￭ Select an optional web page where the full size image
will open if the thumbnail is clicked ￭ Optional thumbnail URL that the full size image
will open ￭ Optional alt text for each image (this may be optional) ￭ Now provide the
script code That's it! The configurator will produce the code to be copied and pasted into
your own web page. Updating Images: After your images have been configured you can
update the images by uploading them to the script and reloading the page. Once the new
images have been loaded then the configurator will update the images and provide you
with the updated settings. The configurator will allow you to update images manually or
automatically (once a day or once a week). Images Options: ￭ Enter the URL for the
images - this can be any external URL that
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￭ shows image(s) at right of the page ￭ supports multiple images per line ￭ text can be
added to the images ￭ it allows images to link to external URLs and open in any browser
window ￭ adds alt text (if option is selected in the image configurator) ￭ configurable
styles ￭ configurable link target: either a new window (default) or this page ￭
configurable popup window (multiple images at once) ￭ in case of popup window,
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configurable text ￭ image width and height can be specified by pixel or percentage ￭
image view can be set to size of any width and height, starting from size of 1x1 pixel ￭
images can be single or grouped ￭ configurable text of images ￭ configurable
background color ￭ configurable border color and width ￭ configurable border offset ￭
configurable border radius ￭ configurable border style ￭ images can be light or dark,
horizontal or vertical, single or grouped ￭ configurable image spinner ￭ configurable
image close button ￭ configurable link destination when clicked ￭ configurable window
name (first parameter of window.open) ￭ configurable target URL of the window
(second parameter of window.open) ￭ configurable delay to open window ￭
configurable start time of the script ￭ configurable window popup position: left, right,
bottom, top, center ￭ configurable window title ￭ configurable link target as last
parameter ￭ configurable link label ￭ configurable element to be appended to the link ￭
configurable element to be appended to the link label ￭ configurable link style ￭
configurable link size (0.3 times text size) ￭ configurable link color ￭ configurable
overlay color ￭ configurable overlay opacity ￭ configurable overlay size (0.3 times
image size) ￭ configurable overlay position ￭ configurable overlay horizontal position ￭
configurable overlay vertical position ￭ configurable overlay rotation ￭ configurable
opacity of the overlay � 1d6a3396d6
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The Image Viewer provides a very efficient way to display multiple images within a
small area of a web page. The script is fully cross browser and platform ensuring all your
visitors will enjoy the benefits. In addition the script code is compact and hence very fast
to load. Image Viewer provides a very efficient way to display multiple images within a
small area. Thumbnails are automatically generated and displayed to your visitors
(removing the need for you to create smaller versions of your images / pictures). When a
visitor clicks a thumbnail the full size image is displayed within the current page. Each
full size image may have link attached to it which can be set to either open in the current
browser window or a new window. The script code is contained in two very small files
(less than 9kb in total!). This makes the function very fast to load and execute. Adding
the Image Viewer to a page is easy with the configurator tool. Simply enter the details of
your images and the tool will provide you with the code to be copied and pasted into a
web page. This web page control is based on standard browser technology (CSS and
JavaScript) and therefore will operate on all browsers and all operating systems. Unlike
many viewers, the content is supplied via standard HTML which resides within the page.
This means that when a search engine visits the page, the content will be read just like
the rest of your page content. In addition the control allows ALT text to be added to each
image. Due to the fact that the content resides as standard HTML within the page, this
function is fully compliant with section 508. Here are some key features of "JPowered
Image Viewer": ￭ Unlimited Images ￭ Display area can be set to any size required ￭
Alternative and Popup Text can be added to all images ￭ Images can be set to link to any
page/URL and open in any browser window or frame ￭ Full url support including
window naming and frame targets. ￭ Thumbnails are automatically generated ￭
Configurator Tool for easy and quick implementation ￭ Very fast load and start time
Find more information about AT&T and AT&T Online Customer Care below: AT&T
Overview AT&T is the second-largest wireless provider and fourth-largest landline
provider in the United States. With its 100+ million customers, the company offers the
fastest mobile data speeds on the nation’s

What's New In JPowered Image Viewer?

Image Viewer is an animated image thumbnail viewer which displays up to 5 images on a
page. Each thumbnail image can be scaled, zoomed in and out, and panned. The script is
100% platform independant and works in all major browsers (IE, Firefox, Opera,
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Chrome) and all major OSes (Windows, Mac, Linux). Please be aware, the script is
fairly old and has received very little attention for a few years. While I do maintain the
script and will fix any issues, the main developer has moved on. If you have a specific
problem with the script and would like a quick fix then I suggest you contact
oracle_media_jason_dev@yahoo.com Here are some key features of "Image Viewer": ￭
Unlimited Images ￭ Display area can be set to any size required ￭ Alternative and Popup
Text can be added to all images ￭ Images can be set to link to any page/URL and open in
any browser window or frame ￭ Full url support including window naming and frame
targets. ￭ Thumbnails are automatically generated ￭ Configurator Tool for easy and
quick implementation ￭ Very fast load and start time Here are some key features of
"Image Viewer": ￭ Unlimited Images ￭ Display area can be set to any size required ￭
Alternative and Popup Text can be added to all images ￭ Images can be set to link to any
page/URL and open in any browser window or frame ￭ Full url support including
window naming and frame targets. ￭ Thumbnails are automatically generated ￭
Configurator Tool for easy and quick implementation ￭ Very fast load and start time
Here are some key features of "Image Viewer": ￭ Unlimited Images ￭ Display area can
be set to any size required ￭ Alternative and Popup Text can be added to all images ￭
Images can be set to link to any page/URL and open in any browser window or frame ￭
Full url support including window naming and frame targets. ￭ Thumbnails are
automatically generated ￭ Configurator Tool for easy and quick implementation ￭ Very
fast load and start time Here are some key features of "Image Viewer": ￭ Unlimited
Images ￭ Display area can be set to any size required ￭ Alternative and Popup Text can
be added to all images ￭ Images can
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